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Abstract— We propose a novel inter-WISP roaming architecture based on Trusted Third Party (TTP) and partially blind
signature technique in Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks
(WMAN). The proposed architecture aims to not only greatly
improve user privacy and identity anonymity even in the presence
of cooperation between the Wireless Internet Service Provider
(WISPs) and the TTP, but also dramatically reduce the required
size of central database devised to minimize any possible service
abuse. In addition, an efficient billing scheme among mobile
users (MUs), WISPs and TTP, is introduced to address billing
issues associated with roaming. Moreover, a localized interWISP authentication scheme is also proposed to support seamless
handoff. Detailed analysis on a number of important performance
metrics, such as computation time, handoff latency and power
consumption, is conducted to verify the performance of the
proposed schemes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The advance and wide adoption of wireless communication and Internet technology have revolutionized the human’s
lifestyle by providing the best convenience and flexibility in
accessing the Internet services. Nowadays, wireless hotspots,
also known as public Wi-Fi, have been on an upswing, and
the wireless Internet access has been readily available particularly in densely populated areas such as airports, restaurants,
cafes, hotel and etc. Different from Wi-Fi, the introduction
of broadband wireless WiMAX solution can provide a widearea coverage and broadband access. It is expected that the
future wireless metropolitan area networks (WMAN) will be
supported by the integration of WIMAX and Wi-Fi. Nevertheless, thousands of subscribe stations (SS) and wireless hotspots
must be built in order to provide a sufficiently wide Internet
access coverage. Those hotspots could be operated by different
operators and WISPs. Therefore, the inter-domain handover
should be supported.
Currently, there are two kinds of roaming mechanisms
which have been widely adopted by the carriers: peer-topeer inter-WISP roaming architecture, and roaming broker
based inter-WISP roaming architecture [1]. However, these
two kinds of roaming architectures still face several challenges
as follows. Firstly, the currently existing roaming mechanisms suffer from the overwhelming signaling overhead of
authentication requests which go through the roaming broker
to the home networks by the way of the visited network.
Moreover, it also runs the risk of leaving the roaming broker
to become the bottleneck in the inter-WISP roaming and
authentication request processing. Secondly, the issues on user
privacy are subject to more threats because, in addition to
keep communication content private, users are also concerned
with the commercial misuse of their personal data such that
personal traveling preference and whereabouts [2].

This paper proposes a novel privacy preserving roaming
and billing architecture based on a trusted third party (TTP).
Different from the role of the roaming broker in the previous
studies, the TTP additionally serves as a certificate authority
(CA) and is responsible for qualification checking and tracking
for the WISPs. The qualified WISPs will be issued with
their corresponding certificates by which the their public keys
are defined. Instead of using the traditional authentication
mechanism based on user name and password, a user simply
purchases a universal token (U-token) from the TTP as his
authentication credential to gain access to the wireless internet
service at any hotspot. Here, the U-token can preserve privacy
of MUs through the partially blind digital signature technique,
which is a cryptographic tool introduced in [3]. In addition, to
avoid excessive involvement of the TTP in every inter-WISP
handoff authentication, we propose to use a temporary token
(T-token), which is essentially a digital signature designating
the T-token receiver, to achieve localized authentication at
visited WISP domain. With the proposed architecture, all the
security mechanisms can be constructed with asymmetric key
cryptography. In order to reduce the computational cost and
energy consumption, we propose an efficient partially blind
digital signature mechanism based on the improved Rabin’s
scheme [4] and we will show that the proposed architecture
is highly energy- and computation-efficient.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
a brief overview of the related work is presented. In Section
III, a privacy preserving roaming and billing architecture for
WMANs is proposed. The security of the proposed architecture is analyzed and discussed in Section IV, followed by the
efficiency analysis in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The issues of roaming, billing and authentication across
different WISP domains have received extensive attentions due
to the wide adoption of wireless Internet services. Baek et
al. proposed an inter-WISP authentication, authorization and
accounting protocol based on peer-to-peer inter-WISP roaming
strategy [5]. In [6], an efficient localized authentication is
introduced for inter-network roaming across wireless LANs
based on public key certificate infrastructure. The scheme is
efficient since the AAA communication overhead between the
WISPs can be avoided and the authentication can be proceeded
by WISPs without necessity to contact the roaming broker,
which is also named Localized Authentication. However, it
did not take the certificates revocation issue and billing issue
into consideration, which may lead to service fraud.
Location privacy is another important issue related to
roaming. Some of reported studies adopt the blind signature
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technique to provide privacy protection for MUs [2]. The
blind signature means that the signature signer is unable to
trace this signed message to the previous signing process.
In other words, the WISPs cannot link an authentication
event to the identity of a specific MU. However, to prevent
double spending of the blind signature, the WISP has to
maintain a database keeping all the spent blind signatures
to check whether a specific blind signature has been spent
before. Therefore, this database may grow unlimitedly, which
motivated the development of partially blind signature scheme
[3]. By embedding the information of expiration date into
each blind signature, all the corresponding records of the
expired blind signature in the database can thus be removed,
which is referred to as the partial blindness property. Most of
the existing wireless authentication systems providing privacy
protection based on the blind signature mechanisms have never
considered the partial blindness properties.
III. P ROPOSED P RIVACY P RESERVING ROAMING AND
B ILLING A RCHITECTURE
A. Network Entities Definition
In this study, the proposed architecture can be composed
of Wi-Fi hotspots and any other wireless access technology
such as GPRS, UMTS, and IEEE 802.16. We consider an
integrated architecture with Wi-Fi and WiMax systems, where
WiMax serves as the wireless MAN backbone while WiFi provides easy deployment and bulk data provisioning to
hotspots operated by multiple WISPs. The three main entities
involved in this architecture are: TTP, WISP and the MUs.
The core of the proposed architecture is the U-token, which
should follow the same format:
d

ExpDate

PSign()

Issuer

Note that the notations for the proposed roaming and billing
mechanisms are listed in Table I and Issuer stands for the
party who issued this U-token, either TTP or WISPs.
However, due to the easy duplication property of the Utoken mechanism, any U-token should still be ensured nondouble-spent before it can be accepted by any WISP as a
valid token. This may lead to significant overhead since the
maintenance of a centralized database on all the spent Utokens is required. To avoid searching the centralized database
per every handoff, a temporal token (T-token) mechanism is
employed, which should follow a uniform format:
MU

Issuer

Receiver

d

ExpDate

Sign()

where Issuer, and Receiver represent the identity of T-token issuer and T-token receiver, respectively. Since T-token includes
the name of target WISP, which means that T-token is only
valid for its intended receiver and therefore it can enure this
T-token has not been spent before by searching its local server
instead of requiring a centralized server.

TABLE I
N OTATIONS E XPLANATION
Notation

Cryptographic Operations

d

Denomination

ExpDate

Expiration date

Sign()

Digital signature

P Sign()

Partially blind signature

Ek (m)

Ek−1 (C)
||

Symmetric encryption on message m with the key k
Symmetric decryption on ciphertext C with the key k
Message concatenation operation

B. Proposed Privacy Preserving Roaming and Billing Architecture
The proposed architecture includes TTP initialization, WISP
initialization, U-token purchase, authenticated key agreement
(log in) phase, log off phase and roaming phase, which are
detailed in the following subsections:
1) TTP initialization: The TTP randomly chooses two
primes pT and qT , where pT , qT ≡ 3( mod 4). The triplet
(a0 , nT , a−1
0 ) together with two hash functions H0 and H1
are published as the public key, and (pT , qT ) is kept as the
private key, where nT = pT ·qT , and a0 satisfies Jacobi symbol
( naT0 ) = −1.
2) WISP initialization: A WISP A chooses its private key
pA , qA and public key nA = pA · qA following the same
way as that by TTP. It also needs to establish the trust
relationship with the TTP by having the TTP’s signature on
< IDA , nA , ExpDate > as the certificate, where IDA is
the identity of the WISP, and ExpDate is the validity period
defined for the WISP. Furthermore, it has to be pre-loaded
with the public key of the TTP.
3) U-token purchasing phase: A MU has to purchase Utokens from the TTP or any WISP in order to gain wireless
Internet access at any hotspot. This phase can be executed
offline or in advance. Here, without loss of generality, we take
TTP as an example. The U-token purchasing process is as
follows:
Step 1: MU → TTP The MU sends a U-token purchase
request to the TTP. This request includes (IDM U , d), where
IDM U is the identity of the MU and d is the denomination
of the request. Meanwhile, MU can send the payment
information to TTP.
Step 2: TTP → MU After receiving the payment information and checking MU’s corresponding payment,
the TTP selects its randomizing factor x ∈ Zn∗T , and
sends the duplet (y, ExpDate) to the MU, where y =
xH0 (d||ExpDate) ( mod nT ).
Step 3: MU→ TTP Assume that the MU intends to gain
a blind signature signed on a randomly chosen message
m. After receiving the commitment value y, the MU also
selects its randomizing factor u ∈ Zn∗T and computes
β ≡ uH0 (d||ExpDate) y( mod nT ) . Then the MU selects the
blinding factor r ∈ Zn∗T for computing the blinded message
submitted to the TTP: α ≡ r2 uH1 (m||β)( mod nT ).
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Step 4: TTP→ MU After receiving α, the TTP injects
its randomizing factor x into the blinded message α and
compute (t, c1 , c2 ), which satisfies the relationship t−2 ≡
(−1)c2 ac01 xα( mod nT ). Here, c1 can be computed in the
following fashion:

0 , if ( nxα
) = 1,
T
c1 =
1 , if ( nxα
) = −1.
T
The TTP computes β = ac01 · xα( mod nT ), and derives c2
such that

0 , if ( pβT ) = ( qβT ) = 1,
c2 =
1 , if ( pβT ) = ( qβT ) = −1.
Then, the TTP can derive t such that t−2 ≡ (−1)c2 ·
ac01 · xα( mod nT ). The blinded signature (t, c1 , c2 ) and the
randomizing factor x are sent to the MU.
Step 5: Extracting U-token and Verification The MU computes c ≡ ux( mod nT ) and s ≡ rt( mod nT ). The triplet
(d, ExpDate, c1 , c2 , s, c, m, T T P ) is a complete U-token
for the MU to gain access to the wireless Internet service
at hotspots.
The validation of (d, ExpDate, c1 , c2 , s, c, m, T T P ) can be
examined by observing the following congruence:
s2 H1 (m||cH0 (d||ExpDate) ( mod nT ))c
1
≡ (−1)c2 a−c
0 ( mod nT )

(1)

4) Authenticated Key Agreement Phase (log in): With the
submission of U-token, the MU can gain access to the wireless
Internet services at any available hotspot operated by the
WISPs which accept the U-token as an effective payment
method. Let APA denote the target access point. The access
process is described as follows.
Step 1: MU→ APA Firstly, APA broadcasts its public key
certificate along with service set identifier (SSID). Then,
the MU can easily ensure the security of APA ’s public key
nA after validating the TTP’s signature on nA . To keep the
freshness of agreed key, the MU chooses a random k-bit
integer cM U as the MU’s key contribution and encrypts its
temporary identity IDM U and cM U with APA ’s public key
by using the relation:
Enc = (IDM U ||cM U )2 ( mod nA )
Then the MU sends Enc to APA .
Step 2: APA → MU APA decrypts Enc with its private
key (p, q) and obtains IDM U ||cM U . Then APA randomly
chooses a k-bit integer cAPA as APA ’s key contribution and
sends Enc = EcM U (IDAPA ||cAPA ) back to MU.
Step 3: MU→ APA The MU decrypts Enc by using
symmetric-key decryption: Ec−1
(Enc ) = IDAPA ||cAPA
MU
and verifies IDAPA . Then a master key is obtained by:

H(IDM U ||IDAPA ||cM U ||cAPA ) and obtain the U-Token
by decrypting z. APA ensures the validity of the U-token
by doing the following steps:
1) Verify the signature with the TTP’s public key.
2) Check that this U-token doesn’t expire.
3) Search the TTP’s database to make sure that this U-token
has not been spent before.
If these three conditions are satisfied, APA accepts the MU
as a legitimate user and establishes a master key Kmaster
with the MU. An entry of (IDM U , Kmaster , balance),
called user information record (UIR), is kept in the APA ’s
local database. Meanwhile, APA should deposit this Utoken into the TTP’s database to make sure that the MU
cannot spend it again. Afterwards, the confidentiality and
integrity of communication between the MU and APA is
protected by Kmaster .
5) Log Off Phase: The MU that would like to log off
and discontinue the existing services has to collect its left Utokens. To keep identity information confidential, the MU is
issued with a new U-token. The log off procedure is described
as follows.
Step 1: MU→ APA The MU sends a Leaving request to
the APA .
Step 2: APA → MU The APA summarizes the MU’s
remaining U-token based on the MU’s communication time
and the APA ’s billing policy. Let the remaining value of
the U-token be d.
Step 3: MU Afterwards, MU and APA simply follows
the standard U-token purchase protocol from step 2 to
step 5 defined in section III-B.3 to obtain a new U-token
(d, ExpDate, c1 , c2 , s, c, m, W ISPA ).
After obtaining this U-token, the MU can either use this
U-token in the future or request for cash back from the
TTP. However, because the issuer of this U-token is W ISPA
instead of the TTP, it is required that W ISPB should check
the certificate of W ISPA first before verifying the validity of
this U-token. If both criteria hold, W ISPB could accept this
U-Token and acknowledge the MU as a valid user.
6) Roaming Phase: In this section, we will show how
to take advantage of T-token to realize the fast inter-WISP
handoff authentication and payment. Let APA and APB
denote the two hotspots belonging to different WISPs with
public key nA and nB , respectively.
Step 1: MU→ APA The MU sends a handoff request to both
APA and APB indicating that the MU intends to roam into
APB . Due to roaming to a different network domain, the
MU should ask for a T-token first, which represents the left
credits of this MU and can be used in another designated
WISP.
Step 2: APA → M U Upon receiving the handoff request
from the MU, APA computes

Kmaster = H(IDM U ||IDAPA ||cM U ||cAPA )

α = H(IDM U ||IDAPA ||IDAPB ||d||RAN D||ExpDate)

The MU sends z = Ekmaster (U − token) to APA .
Step 4: APA After receiving z, APA can also derive
the same master key by using the relation Kmaster =

where RAN D is a nonce.
Then, APA computes (t, c1 , c2 ) which satisfies the relationship t2 ≡ (−1)c2 ac01 α( mod nA ). Here, c1 can be computed
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in the following fashion:

0,
c1 =
1,

TABLE II
A BBREVIATIONS OF THE M ODULAR O PERATIONS T IME

if ( nαA ) = 1,
if ( nαA ) = −1.

Assumed that β = ac01 · xα, c2 can be computed such that

0 , if ( pβA ) = ( qβA ) = 1,
c2 =
1 , if ( pβA ) = ( qβA ) = −1.
Then, APA can derive t such that t2
≡
(−1)c2
·
ac01
·
α( mod nA ).
Therefore,
(IDM U , IDAPA , IDAPB , d, RAN D, ExpDate, t, c1 , c2 )
constitute a T-token and is sent to MU.
Step 3: MU→ APB Afterwards, the MU simply follows
the standard authenticated key agreement protocol defined
in section III-B.4 to roam into APB with the U-token
substituted by T-token.

Notation

Modular Operation Category

TMUL

Time for One modular multiplicative Operation

TEXP

Time for One Modular Exponential Operation

TINV

Time for One Modular Inverse Operation

TSQ

Time for One Modular Square Operation

TSQR

Time for One Modular Square Root Operation

THASH

Time for One Hash Operation

TSE

Time for One Symmetric Encryption Operation
TABLE III

T HE COMPUTATION FOR MU CONSIDERING THE PRE - COMPUTATION
MECHANISM

Phase

Computation Cost

U-token Purchasing

1TEXP + 7TMUL + 2TSQ + 2Thash

Authenticated Key Agreement

1TSQ + 2TSE + 1Thash

IV. S ECURITY ANALYSIS

Intra-domain Roaming

2TSE + 1THASH

The security of the proposed scheme relies on the security
of U-token, which is essentially a blind signature. The formal
security proof on the security of U-token including correctness,
untraceability and Unforgeability has been presented in [7].
Here, we only briefly analyze the unlinkability property of the
U-tokens, which is highly related to the anonymity of MUs.
After that, several possible attacks that could be launched by
the attackers to the proposed architecture are analyzed.

Inter-domain Roaming

1TSQ + 2TSE + 1THASH

Log Off

1TEXP + 7TMUL + 2TSQ + 2THASH

A. Unlinkability of the U-token and Privacy Protection
Suppose that a U-token (d, ExpDate, c1 , c2 , s, c, m, T T P )
is the ith U-token issued by a TTP, the TTP can record
(αi , xi , ti ) obtained from the U-token issuing process. The
triplet (αi , xi , ti ) is referred as the view of the TTP upon the
instance i. With the unlinkability property, the TTP cannot
derive a link between the view and a valid U-token after the
MU spends the U-token on a WISP, which remits this Utoken to the TTP. In other words, TTP cannot trace the identity
of MUs by linking a U-token to the U-token issuing phase.
Here, we define five levels of privacy protection in WMANs
as follows:
1) Hiding communication content.
2) Hiding identity information from the external attackers.
3) Hiding identity information from the WISP.
4) Hiding identity information from the TTP.
5) Hiding identity information under the cooperation of
WISP and TTP.
With the proposed scheme, the identity of users can be well
hidden even under the cooperation of WISP and TTP (Level
5) due to the employment of the partially blind signatures
mechanism.
B. Impersonation of an AP Attack
A secure roaming scheme should provide a mutual authentication mechanism to prevent an impersonation attack
upon an access point. For example, a malicious attacker
could broadcast bogus beacons to attract the other legitimate users, which could possibly defraud the legitimate users

for their authentication information. In the proposed access
protocol, a highly efficient mutual authentication is devised
to resist this attack, where a user has to send a challenge
x = (IDM U ||cM U )2 mod nA to the access point APA after
verifying the certificates of the APA on its public key nA .
Only the real AP with the knowledge of factorization of nA
can factor x and obtain IDM U ||cM U , and respond correctly
with y = EcM U (IDAPA ||cAPA ).
V. E FFICIENCY A NALYSIS
This section analyzes the computation complexity of the
proposed scheme. Table II defines the abbreviations of the
modular operations adopted in the discussions.
A. Summary of Computation Cost
We summarize the computation load for the MU during
different phases in Table III. Note that, to reduce the computation in the blind signature process, we can adopt a precomputation technique to speed up the U-token purchasing
and log off process, where d and ExpDate can be determined
in advance since they are two public parameters. In addition,
several random u can be chosen in advance, and the term
uH0 (d||ExpDate) can be pre-computed and stored in the user’s
terminal equipment such that the user can make use of them
in the purchasing and log off phase.
B. Seamless Mobility Support During inter-WISP handoff
To gurantee the real-time application connection and hence
provide seamless mobility support in WMANs, it is crucial to
reduce the authentication processing time.
In the proposed scheme, fast inter-WISP authentication can
be achieved because: 1) The delay can be largely reduced
due to the adoption of the proposed localized authentication
strategy. 2) the proposed handoff authentication scheme can be
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Chandof f (i, j) = (i − j) ∗ Cintra−W ISP + j ∗ Cinter−W ISP
(2)
where Cintra−W ISP and Cinter−W ISP are the cost for each
intra-WISP handoff and inter-WISP handoff, respectively.
More specifically, Cintra−W ISP is determined by the size of
authentication message denoted as SizeAM and the average
hop counts between access points and the corresponding WISP
server D1 denoted as D1 , i.e., Cintra−W ISP = SizeAM ∗
2 ∗ D1 . For Cinter−W ISP , two scenarios are defined: one is
with the proposed localized inter-WISP authentication, and the
other is with non-localized inter-WISP authentication. The cost
of each localized inter-WISP handoff authentication process
local
can be obtained by Cinter−W
ISP = 2 ∗ SizeT −token , where
SizeT −token is the size of the T −token. In comparison, each
non-localized inter-WISP handoff authentication cost can be
nonl ocal
defined Cinter−W
ISP = 2 ∗ SizeU −token ∗ D2 , where D2 is
the average hop count from the visited access point to the TTP,
and SizeU −token is the size of the U − token.
In order to investigate the authentication cost, we compare
the proposed localized authentication mechanism with the
non-localized authentication [5]. Let the residence time of
a MU in an AP (or the reciprocal of handoff frequency)
follow a general distribution with a mean of 1/(µAP ), whose
probability density function (pdf) is fAP (t) and its Laplace
∗
(t). Let the WISP domain residence time of
transform is fAP
the MU also follow a general distribution with a mean of
1/(µW ISP ) whose PDF is fW ISP (t) and its Laplace trans∗
form is fW
ISP (t). If MU arrival time follows an exponential
distribution with a mean of 1/λ, by the handoff model [5], the
pdf s of i and j can be written as follows:

∗
1 − 1/ρAP [1 − fAP
(λ)] ,
if i = 0,
α(i) =
∗
∗
1/ρAP [1 − fAP (λ)]2 ∗ [fAP
(λ)]i−1 , if i > 0

β(j) =


∗
1 − 1/ρW ISP [1 − fW

ISP (λ)]



if j = 0,
∗
2
∗
j−1
[1
−
f
(λ)]
∗
[f
(λ)]
1/ρ

W ISP
W ISP
W ISP


if j > 0

where ρAP = λ/µAP and ρW ISP = λ/µW ISP .
Finally, we can calculate the average authentication cost of

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS USED IN NUMERICAL RESULTS ( BITS )
RAND

t

Mu

Receiver

c1

64

1024

64

64

1

c2
1

Issuer

d

ExpDate

c

s

m

64

8

64

1024

1024

64

the proposed localized authentication mechanism as follows:

Chandof f =
Chandof f (i, j) · α(i) · β(j)
(3)
j

µ

AP

i

vs Handoff Authentication Cost (Bytes*Hop)

2500

Handoff Authentication Cost(Bytes*Hop)

executed in an extremely high speed. Note that the proposed
Rabin-based handoff authentication scheme can be substituted
by any other public key cryptosystems (PKCs) such as RSA
and ECC. We evaluate the handoff signaling cost denoted as
Chandof f taken by the proposed authentication mechanism
through the analytical model, where the unit Chandof f can
be defined as signaling overhead ∗ hops.
For each session, two types of handoffs are defined: interWISP handoffs and intra-WISP handoffs. Let i be the total
number of handoffs, j be the number of inter-WISP handoffs,
and (i − j) be the number of intra-WISP handoffs for each
session. Then, the total authentication cost of the handoff can
be expressed as:

2000

Proposed Localized Authentication Scheme
Non−localized D2=2
Non−localized D2=5
Non−localized D2=8
Non−localized D2=11

1500

1000

500

0
−2
10

Fig. 1.

−1

10

0

10
µAP(1/Resident Time)

1

10

Average Authentication Signaling Cost due to Handoffs

Assume that the data length of parameters related to intraand inter-WISP handoff authentication is set as shown in
Table IV. Also let the number of access points in a WISP
be 2, λ and µAP be normalized to 1.0
domain be 36 and D1 √
and µW ISP be µAP / N . We first investigate the effect by
varying the access point residence time of each MU upon the
authentication cost of the MU, where D2 is set to 2, 5, 8 and
11 for the non-localized authentication scheme. Based on [8],
we can obtain the result shown in Figure 2. It is observed the
authentication cost for the proposed localized authentication
and the non-localized authentication mechanisms are very
close to each other when handoff frequency is low. Further,
the authentication cost due to the handoffs keep on increasing
as the handoff frequency µAP increases. We do not vary D1
because of the WiMAX PMP-mode adopted in the network
architecture where each SS directly connects to the BS with
a single hop.
When the non-localized authentication mechanism is applied, the authentication cost is significantly large compared
with the proposed localized authentication. The authentication
cost of non-localized authentication method becomes much
larger than that of the proposed localized authentication mechanism as the handoff frequency increases. The reason is that
there exists the large authentication signaling overhead as MUs
frequently perform intra- and inter-domain handoffs.
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It is also observed that the average hop counts between the
visited access point and the TTP ( D2 ) play an important role
in the authentication cost when a non-localized authentication
method is in place. On the other hand, the hop counts
have little impact on the authentication cost by the proposed
localized authentication mechanism. This further demonstrates
that achieving localized authentication could be very critical
to the overall success of seamless mobility support.

We evaluate the effect by varying the residence time of a
MU in an AP. We assume that except MUs, all devices in
the network including access points and TTP have no power
constraint. Thus, we are only interested in investigating the
energy consumption of the MUs caused by the handoffs while
various PKCs are applied. Here, all the energy consumption
cost for various cryptographic operations comes from [9].
From Fig. 2, it is observed that the energy consumption
of different PKCs is very close to each other when handoffs
C. Energy Efficiency
frequency is low. Further, the energy consumption due to
Energy consumption has become a critical issue in wireless the handoffs increases as µAP increases. It is also observed
networks where network nodes are battery-powered devices that the energy consumption of ECC scheme increases sigsuch as cell phones, handheld computers, etc. Let E denote nificantlyt compared with RSA and the proposed handoff
the total energy consumption of a single handoff procedure for authentication schemes when µAP increases. The reason is that
inter-domain roaming, which can be represented as follows:
the verification procedures of RSA and the proposed handoff
= E (V )+E (pe)+E (se)+E (T )+E (R) scheme are very efficient compared with ECC based method.
E
inter

cost

cost

cost

cost

cost

(4)
where V, pe, se, T, R stand for a verification operation, an
asymmetric encryption operation, the symmetric decryption
operations, the total transmitting operations, and the total
receiving operations, respectively.
The energy consumption of an intra-WISP handoff procedure can obtained as follows:
Eintra−W ISP = Ecost (se) + Ecost (T ) + Ecost (R)

(5)

Let i be the total number of handoffs and j be the number of
inter-WISP handoffs, the total energy consumption taken by
authentication can be obtained as follows.
Ehandof f (i, j) = (i − j) ∗ Eintra−W ISP + j ∗ Einter−W ISP
(6)
Then, we can calculate the average energy consumption
of the proposed localized authentication mechanism based on
various PKCs as follows:
Ehandof f =


j

µ

AP

Ehandof f (i, j) · α(i) · β(j)

(7)

i

vs Average Handoff Energy Cost
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Proposed handoff authentication
RSA based authentication
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PKCs
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Average Energy Cost for Handoff Authentication Based On Various

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel roaming and billing architecture
based on a trusted third party (TTP) has been proposed for
Wireless MANs. The proposed architecture not only eliminates
the need for mutual roaming agreement between WISPs, but
also guarantees the user privacy and identity anonymity. Most
importantly, it is complementary to and can co-exist with the
existing heterogeneous wireless service billing systems for
roaming among different WISPs. We have demonstrated with
detailed explanation that the proposed scheme can achieve
localized authentication under different roaming scenarios. We
have also verified the security levels, computation efforts, and
power consumption.
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